State schools raise money together

UCF working to help rape victim's family

MICHELLE DENNY
Corresponding Writer

UCF Asian-American groups have joined with groups from University of Florida and University of South Florida to raise awareness for the Bloomington Library Assault Victim Fund and to help pay the medical bills of a young Vietnamese woman who sustained brain damage after being raped.

On April 24, a 16-year-old woman stopped to drop off books at the Bloomington Regional Library in Valdosta, which is just south of Brandon.

The East Bay High School senior ended up in a hospital bed which resulted in her missing her graduation. As she got out of her car that night to drop the books in the drop box, she was attacked and raped. She suffered brain damage after her skull was crushed by the attacker, and the brain swelling forced her to remain in a state of unconsciousness for weeks.

Five months after being transferred to Tampa General Hospital, she is settled at a rehabilitation center in Tampa.

Not only is the victim's family suffering from the disease of the incident, but they also have dealt with the loss of a daughter.

Despite the actual voting taking place, UCF is on the cusp of an election season. The Student Government Association Senate elections will take place from Sept. 20 until Oct. 1. Polls will be open from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. on those days, with voting taking place outside the Ferrell Commons Room.

The SGA Elections Commission, which oversees and regulates events within IUGA, is hoping to see more participation by students this year. This year’s Student Government Association Senate elections will take place from Sept. 20 until Oct. 1. Polls will be open from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. on those days, with voting taking place outside the Ferrell Commons Room.

The SGA Elections Commission, which oversees and regulates events within IUGA, is hoping to see more participation by students this year.
A2 www.tridentlibraryfoundation.org
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AROUND CAMPUS
News and notices for the UCF community

Grad school workshop today
Learn the application process and skills used by students who are accepted into highly competitive graduate or professional programs today at 1 p.m. in the Student Union Room 365-G. From 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., several former graduate students will be available for informal discussions on the application process. For more information contact Career Services at 407-823-2741 or e-mail career@ucf.edu.

SGA Senate meets and greet today
Come out and have a chance to meet more Student Government Association Senators. Today in the Student Union Room 366 CD from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., the Student Senate will be available for an informal discussion in the upstairs of the Student Union. This will be your last chance to require your SGA senators. For more information contact Sean Hughes at 407-823-3080 or e-mail shughesa@ucf.edu.

Resource Rumble starts tomorrow
MIAMI — A phone call today will result in free resources being present at the upstairs of the Student Union from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. tomorrow. Call Department of Psychology about resources you need for college living. This will be your last chance to require your SGA senators.

SEMINAR WITH CALLAHAN
Union Room 316 CD from 2 p.m. in the Pegasus Ballroom
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Mu Psi Chapter Fraternity named '08 Rock Chapter

The Mu Psi Chapter of Sigma Nu Fraternity, Inc. received one of the fraternity's top honors on July 11 in its first year of eligibility.

The second consecutive title as a Rock Chapter, the Mu Psi Chapter became recognized as a Rock Chapter; Rock Chapters are chapters recognized by Sigma Nu for setting a model for other chapters to follow over an extended period of time.

"When we won, it was a reaffirmation of a lot of the brothers' hard work. This year we had a more conscious awareness of what we needed to do," T.J. Dil Baum said. "The award is actually a piece of rock upon which Sigma Nu was founded. Mu Psi had to attain excellence in operations, including recruiting, tradition education, alumni, finances, chapter house, social programs, scholarship, chapter organization, campus leadership, interfraternity participation, and community service. Unlike other collegiate chapters, Mu Psi had to meet the criteria and be sustained for a period of three years. Mu Psi received official chapter status on November 12, 2005, making this the first year they could qualify for Rock Chapter.

"There is an online criteria list a Rock Chapter should have, but the application is very vague," Baum said. "You get to be creative with it. We went in a 150-page document proving we met the criteria. A lot of time went into that but, it was worth it. All I really did was assemble the documents. It all goes back to the brothers.'"

Mu Psi hopes their achievement will increase alumni involvement and retention.

"Becoming a Rock Chapter was a welcome surprise for active and alumni members, it gets out there and beyond," Josh Wheeler, chapter advisor and 2006 alumni representative, said. "It increased alumni support. I've already gotten phone calls from alumni asking how they can get involved and help.

"Later in the night, after the Grand Chapter Convention announcement Rock Chapters, they announced the councilman and my brain stopped functioning. I was just waiting to wake up," Baum said.

The Mu Psi Chapter of the Sigma Nu fraternity at UCF was named a 2008 Rock Chapter.

The Grand Chapter convention, held this year in Austin, Texas, on August 19-23, is the largest of its kind in the world.
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AUTHORITIES INVESTIGATING DEATH OF ATTORNEY AND WIFE

NEW SMYRNA BEACH — Authorities are investigat-
ging the death of a Florida Department of Law En-
forcement attorney and his wife.
The bodies of 28-year-old Steven Brady and 11-year-old Pamela Brady were
found Monday morning. The FBI said the bodies were found in a shallow grave.

The Daytona Beach Daily News reported that Steven Brady held a law degree and
was an officer with the Florida Department of Law Enforcement.

FINNISH STUDENT ATTACKS SCHOOL, KILLING 10 AND THEN SELF-SLASHING

OSLO, Norway — A masked gunman, whose identity was not immediately revealed to ques-
tion, walked into a university campus in this capital, shot and killed 10 people and then used a large
knife to slit his own throat.

The attack appeared to start in a large lecture hall on the university's main campus.

A government minister said the attacker was carrying a large knife, and there were reports of a
fire being started by the gunman.

The 28-year-old man was arrested.

The school appealed, arguing that deducting Gay's earnings from his findings was a violation of
privacy.

The first explosion was the first of three in 10 minutes.

The second attempt to change the start was clear.

Police said the gunman, who was taken to the hospital, was in stable condition.

American Airlines is working with Federal Aviation Authority officials to prevent broader
spread of the outbreak.

What's in the news at www.centrafflorida.com®

UNITED KINGDOM
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Events will benefit family

Tara Al is also struggling to pay their medical bills as the medical center costs $30,000 a month in Tampa. The family’s Medicaid has expired, and they are struggling from the costs of the medical bills.

“Reading this article was heartbreaking, but it seemed so distant,” said Cuong Le, the philanthropy chair of Delta Phi Epsilon. “It seemed so far away.”

Le has worked with Pi Delta Psi to organize a fundraiser to help with the family’s bills.

“We contacted all the Asian American Student Organizations at UCF and developed a schedule that let us all go out and talk outside the Student Union in order to raise money,” Le said.

Le and Lambda Sorority JR/PPR also informed the Diversified Greek Council and the Multicultural Student Center about our cause, and we were able to receive donations from many different groups,” Le said.

Together with students from USF and UF, the different organizations have planned fundraising drives and two events to benefit the family.

For the past several weeks, Pi Delta Psi Fraternity Pi Lambda Nu Sorority Inc., the Vietnamese American Student Association, and the Student Union have been working to raise money for the family.

So far, they have raised more than $500 in donations.

“The American Red Cross has been very helpful, and they have also helped raise money for the family. We have raised $30,000 due to hospital bills incurred from this family,” said Cuong Le, executive vice president of the Asian Pacific American Coalition at UCF.

“We have many friends in UCF who are trying to fundraise for the family, and they have raised a significant amount of money,” Le said.

The family has organized a variety of events, including a fundraiser, to help the family.

On Friday night, Pi Delta Psi Phi will host a party to benefit the Bloomingdale Library Foundation and the Greek Lounge in Winter Park.

There will be a $20 cover charge and a portion of the proceeds will go to the family.

These groups will host the “Fashion for Comfort” fashion show at the convention center.

Tickets are $20 and include the fashion show, food and beverage, as well as an after party with entertainment and dancing.

All proceeds go directly to the family and modest housing for the family. The money raised will go to the Pi Delta Psi Philanthropy account, said Le. The family will have to pay the medical bills.

To contribute to the victim’s SunTrust Bank and ask to the SunTrust Bank Bloomingdale Library Ripe of the Year.

All proceeds go directly to the family and modest housing for the family. The family will have to pay the medical bills.

To get more information on upcoming events to support the family, the UCF Association will be taking over the Student Union from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Contact Cuong Le at cuongthietle@gmail.com with any questions.

Sometimes it’s just typsy in a case, but sometimes it will materially affect the case so that you just don’t remember what you do or at the beginning of the year and just swore that you’re going to do this or that for the rest of the turn over.

We’re all Type-A. Dominant personalities,” said Al.

Said Al, “Sometimes that will come out when we get a little too excited and we all want to be in these.”
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Contact Cuong Le at cuongthietle@gmail.com with any questions.
CLAIMING TO BE TAMPA BAY'S PREMIER MBA PROGRAM IS ONE THING. EARNING IT IS ANOTHER.

Professor goes beyond books

 fewer candidates this year

ELECTIONS SEASON AT UCF BEGINS

Closing could last anywhere from a few days to months

Less are unknown at the time of printing, but Falco said part of the testing might "involve taking small sections of bricks apart to see what's behind the wall, and better determine what else needs to be done."

This claim may be a prob- lem for students for a while. Falco estimated the project could take anywhere from a few days to a few months.

"Maintenance needs to inspect everything to find out what caused the bricks to separate, and how long it will take to fix the problem," said Falco. He said that, while it might frustrate students trying to enter the Student Union, "the safety of the students comes first."

All students received an e-mail from the Campus Newsletter shortly after the main entrance closed, informing them of the situation.

Falco said they caught the problem before anyone got injured.

On Thursday, Student Union employees stood by the doors to ensure that all students stayed safely away.

Falco said that the problem could be fixed with time.

He hoped that the problem is in one isolated section of the brick work, and not the entire building," Falco said.

"I'm not sure what the problem is, but we're confident in our contractors, and they will be here to resolve the issue as quickly as possible."
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"I'm not sure what the problem is, but we're confident in our contractors, and they will be here to resolve the issue as quickly as possible."

"Nothing is subtracted," White said.

Interdisciplinary studies major, Willie Williams enjoyed the presentation but was left wanting more.

"He's searching for lost African American towns, that's exciting in itself, and it's intriguing," Williams said.

Jared Mendez, a hospitality management major, enjoyed the intimate presentation of about 30 attendees.

"I had no idea there were that many all-black towns, or that anyone was excavating that many slaves as a means of traveling tangible pieces of history," Mendez said.
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Knights defense not fulfilling expectations

Two weeks of preparation, game-planning and wound-licking for duals. Sunday, there was nothing the UCF football team wanted more than to get back on the field against Boston College on Saturday after its crushing loss to South Florida. The Knights led 26-5 at halftime, but the second half was a totally different story.

"People must admit redshirt freshman running back Ronald Weaver's lasting inability to break long runs. They must accept as fact that they have a weak running game," said Brian Murphy, Sports Editor. "Weaver and Michael Greco, you have to realize that they were starting in just their third collegiate football game together. That's why we lost."

"The offense is on the field to score. The defense's job is to stop the other team from scoring. No matter the situation, our defense has to be able to perform," said UCF senior Greg Forest. "I'm just one of the most experienced players on the team. It's my turn to step up and lead the defense."
Tennis teams wrap up first tournament of fall

ANDREA had a great weekend in singles,” UCF head coach Stephanie Nickitas said in a press release. “Obviously winning her first tournament is a great accomplishment. I’m really proud of her. She has great focus and determination in her matches, and that showed in her results.”

UCF was in action on Friday in Gainesville, on her way to claiming the Flight B singles title.

“All weekend I was happy with the weekend,” Nickitas said. “I think that our players learned a lot from playing against a high level of competition for 3 days in a row.”

The women’s team was led by Andrea Yacaman. Playing in her first collegiate matches, Yacaman went 4-0 against a high level of competition for 3 days in a row.

“The men’s team began Friday with a Flight A singles match and Saturday afternoon, Alex Rodriguez and Isa Ohlinger also finished their first tournament of 2008 with victories. “Overall, I’m happy with the weekend,” Nickitas said. “I think that our players learned a lot from playing against a high level of competition for 3 days in a row.”

The next fall event for the men’s team begins Friday in Tampa, where the Knights will compete in the USF Invitational through Sunday.
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Second-half slumps have hampered UCF

Boston College quarterback Chris Crane was benched in the first half, then became a star in the second half against UCF on Saturday.
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So UCF's offense may
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but that was Matt Grothe.

And on defense, the Knights should take care of business if they play up to their presea­

son standards for a full 60

minutes.
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We were talking at hal­

time, the coaches did a great job of adjusting," Boston College head coach Jeff Jagodzinski said in a postgame press con­

ference, "There's the second game in a row that we've given up big plays in the passing

game." UCF head coach George O'Leary said, "That'll have to be addressed."

With all the concerns that this team had about its offen­

sive players being too inexperienced, as playing in their first ever game, and finding a new place kicker, the defense

was supposed to be the strongpoint.

It would save the Knights and make their offensive deft­

circles seen relatively minor.

We all expected that UCF may not score many

points, but you won't need to score that much when your defense is holding opponents under 20.

Well, UCF's defense isn't scoring much. They held UCF to 10 points. South Florida quarter­

back Matt Grothe gained 231

yards and two interceptions,

on Sept. 6. He was also able to

hit his receivers in the middle

UCF's secondary much more

often in the second half, com­

pleting four passes of more than 20 yards in the final 15 minutes.

But that was Matt Grothe.

Here's the best quarterback the Knights will face all season. Boston College quarterback Chris Crane was starting just

the fourth college game of his career. It's got to get better.
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www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

Visit www.NSA.gov/Careers for more information.
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DATE: October 1, 2008, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

PLACE: UCF Arena

Meet us at your school's next career event.

HIGH HOLIDAYS ARE COMING

DISCOVER THE REFORM JEWISH HOME YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR CLOSE TO HOME

Monday, September 29th
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Wednesday, October 8th

Thursday, October 9th

Temple Shir Shalom

INVITES YOU TO BE OUR GUEST

for High Holiday Services featuring the musical talents of Cantor/Leader Beth Gotcher

Join us at the exciting Intersection Temple Shir Shalom & Central Florida

Please R.S.V.P. to 407-366-3556

Carillon Elementary School • 3208 Lockwood Blvd., Oviedo

HIGH HOLIDAY TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW

Rosh Hashanah, Yom Kippur and Break Fast

$14/Adult, $10/Student & Senior, $35/Family/Couple

$5/Camp student with adult $15

Visit: www.templeshirshalom.org

Credit cards accepted through Paypal

Baby Sitting available
TEN DAYS COUNTLESS MEMORIES
ZERO DOLLARS
TRIPS DEPART DECEMBER THROUGH MARCH
OVER 20 TRIP OPTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM
REGISTER NOW AT WWW.BIRTHRIGHTISRAEL.COM

UCF TEST PREP COURSES
Smarter Test Prep.
407.882.TEST www.testprep.ucf.edu

FREE FOOTBALL SCORES ON YOUR CELL PHONE FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Central Florida Future
The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1985

How Do I Text UCFNEWS to 44636?

To: 44636
UCFKNIGHTS

From: 44636
You have successfully subscribed to UCF Knights.
Text stop to end at any time.

1. Grab your cell phone.
2. Select messages on your main menu.
3. Write a new text message, "UCFKNIGHTS"
4. Send this message to 44636 (4INFO).
5. Begin receiving UCF Knights Football Scores!
Ditch the distance: enjoy college

P
olitics often lead to the greatest sound-bites a student could ever hope for. This year, particularly exuberant fodder for entertainment was given to us by the mudslinging of the free world, was magnified by the竞选s. Many good dozen are getting out of the way. The year 2008 may be a liberal's or a conservative's dream—or nightmarish, depending on one's political slant.

The California Supreme Court has recently said something that was particularly outrageous. However, earlier this summer, following the election of the California Supreme Court to overrule Feeney's victory (all from 2008) of questions, but with any of them. I am not begrudging all the intelligent people on the floor of the House and its role in the American government. I am only stating that he is probably the most popular man with people my age and when you look at Florida's political history, you will notice that there have been few more popular men with people my age...

According to GovTrack, a non-profit organization that tracks the behavior of the House of Representatives, there are only five other Bums (Benjamin W. Feeney) votes (all from 2008) in the history of the House. Feeney's votes (all from 2008) actually on his principles can be a real problem for those who want to see us take the first step in our efforts to solve the problems in a manner that befits such a great nation. The California Supreme Court has shown us—there have been difficulties in putting into practice the ideals to which we are committed. It is not the one American institution that makes it just as easy to solve our countries greatest problems in the world to allow the wealthy and the powerful to have their way.

Congratulations on finding your buzzword. Obama, not speaking Politically, doesn't make you smart; it just makes you more of a realist. It's all fine and good, but I enjoy things that are more than merely interesting, so I am getting a little sick of this. I want my full money's worth from a blogger or a comic. I woke up the next morning and thought, "I can't help but help you there.

I am not being a smart-ass. I am trying to get at the heart of the issue. The issue is not that Obama is not smart, but that he is a politician. He is a politician who makes it just as easy to solve our countries greatest problems in the world as to allow the wealthy and the powerful to have their way.

The problem, the term, the elitist stereotype is not good for America.

It is logical to select a leader with the ability to solve our countries greatest problems in the world and see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do. While a candidate may simply choose someone when we can see how much or how little someone can do.

Elitist stereotype is not good for America.

The problem, the term, the elitist stereotype is not good for America.
who wants to whisk you away
this spring break?

spring break
WIN IT!
1. go to campus bookstore
2. find mark display
3. get the secret ShopText
code and text for a chance
to win a spring break
trip for two

mark.
now on campus at the
University of Central Florida Bookstore

Find official sweepstakes rules at meetmark.com

WIN FREE TICKETS TO THE BIG GAME!

UCF vs.
SMU
Saturday 10/4
3:30 pm

Stop into the Waterford Lakes Verizon Wireless location from now through
Thursday, October 2nd and register to win 4 tickets to the UCF vs. SMU game
at Bright House Networks Stadium.

Ticket drawing will be held Thursday, October 2nd at 3:00 p.m.
You do not need to be present to win.

Stop in and register at the following location:
Verizon Wireless
626 N. Alafaya Trail
(in front of Sports Authority at the Waterford Towers Shopping Center)
407-823-7751

No purchase necessary. You do not need to be present to win. See store location for complete contest rules and details.
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How to Place an Ad

2. Check your spelling and grammar to avoid misprints.
3. Include all product descriptions, dates, and prices.
4. Place your ad before the deadline.

Central Florida Future Classifieds
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DON'T PIN IT UP!
PRINT IT UP!
in the
Central Florida Future
Classifieds

Ocean Prime
FISH - STEAKS - COCKTAILS
The Modern American Supper Club
OPENING NOVEMBER 2008
THE MANDALAY
NOW HIRING FOR:
SERVERS, BARTENDERS, HOSTS, LINE COOKS, DISHWASHERS, SERVER ASSISTANTS
APPLY IN PERSON:
M-TH 10:30-2:30, 5:30-10:30
Hiring Office @ The Boardwalk, 7501 Washington Ave, Orlando, Fl 32819 • Call 407-360-7398
www.cameronmitchells.com
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Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

I found out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma regularly. Plasmas is used to manufacture injectable products for people, including children, with serious illnesses.

DCI Biologicals
1000 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 ORLANDO 321-235-9100

* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation
www.dcibiologicals.com
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I'm voting because living with my parents is depressing.
Charmaine W.

DON'T GET MAD. GET REGISTERED.
VOTEFORCHANGE.COM
REGISTER AT YOUR CAMPUS ADDRESS BY OCT 6TH. CALL 877-2-FL-OBAMA

PAID FOR BY OBAMA FOR AMERICA